Topical Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor Accelerates Diabetic Wound Healing through Increased Angiogenesis and by Mobilizing and Recruiting Bone Marrow-Derived Cells
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Diminished production of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and decreased angiogenesis are thought to contribute to impaired tissue repair in diabetic patients. We examined whether recombinant human VEGF165 protein would reverse the impaired wound healing phenotype in genetically diabetic mice. Paired full-thickness skin wounds on the dorsum of db/db mice received 20 μg of VEGF every other day for five doses to one wound and vehicle (phosphate-buffered saline) to the other. We demonstrate significantly accelerated repair in VEGF-treated wounds with an average time to resurfacing of 12 days versus 25 days in untreated mice. VEGF-treated wounds were characterized by an early leaky, malformed vasculature followed by abundant granulation tissue deposition. The VEGF-treated wounds demonstrated increased epithelialization, increased matrix deposition, and enhanced cellular proliferation, as assessed by uptake of 5-bromodeoxyuridine. Analysis of gene expression by real-time reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction demonstrates a significant up-regulation of platelet-derived growth factor-B and fibroblast growth factor-2 in VEGF-treated wounds, which corresponds with the increased granulation tissue in these wounds. These experiments also demonstrated an increase in the rate of repair of the contralateral phosphate-buffered saline-treated wound when compared to wounds in diabetic mice never exposed to VEGF (18 days versus 25 days), suggesting that topical VEGF had a systemic effect. We observed increased numbers of circulating VEGFR2+/CD11b− cells in the VEGF-treated mice by fluorescence-activated cell sorting analysis, which likely represent an endothelial precursor population. In diabetic mice with bone marrow replaced by that of tie2/lacZ mice we demonstrate that the local recruitment of bone marrow-derived endothelial lineage lacZ+ cells was augmented by topical VEGF. We conclude that topical VEGF is able to improve wound healing by locally up-regulating growth factors important for tissue repair and by systemically mobilizing bone marrow-derived cells, including a population that contributes to blood vessel formation, and recruiting these cells to the local wound environment where they are able to accelerate repair. Thus, VEGF therapy may be useful in the treatment of diabetic complications characterized by impaired neovascularization. (Am J Pathol 2004, 164:1935–1947)

Diverse processes such as embryonic development, tumor growth, and tissue repair are linked by the absolute requirement for a vascular bed to deliver nutrients and oxygen to metabolically active cells. The clinical importance of controlled vascular growth is illustrated by disease states resulting from imbalances in blood vessel formation, such as diabetes mellitus. Vasculopathies associated with diabetes include excessive blood vessel formation (e.g., retinopathy, glomerular nephropathy) and accelerated atherosclerosis leading to coronary artery disease, peripheral vascular disease, and cerebrovascular disease. Microvascular dysfunction is also believed to contribute to morbidity in diabetes by impairing collateral formation, resulting in poor outcomes after vascular occlusive events.

Diabetes impairs numerous components of wound healing, including hemostasis and inflammation, matrix deposition, and angiogenesis. These impairments are present in a wide variety of tissues including myocardium, skeletal muscle, nerve, and skin. Cutaneous wounds in diabetics have been shown to have altered blood flow, impaired neutrophil anti-microbial activity, and a dysfunctional inflammatory state associated with abnormal chemokine expression. Supported by the Sarnoff Foundation (to G.C.G.) and the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation (to O.T.). Accepted for publication February 5, 2004.
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number of growth factors essential for wound healing, including FGF-2 and platelet-derived growth factor (PDGF)-B, have also been found to be reduced in experimental diabetic wounds.5–8 Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)-A, a member of a family of growth factors with essential roles in vascular and lymphatic growth and patterning, has been shown to be deficient in experimental and clinical diabetic wounds.9 VEGF acts through at least two receptors, expressed primarily on endothelial cells, along with other vascular cytokines [fibroblast growth factor (FGF), PDGF, and the angioptoinets] to induce and maintain the vasculature.10 VEGF-A (referred subsequently as simply VEGF) is the prototype member of this family and has been shown to be absolutely essential for vascular development.11,12 VEGF facilitates tissue repair by both increasing vascular permeability, allowing the efflux of inflammatory cells into the site of injury, and increasing the migration and proliferation of pre-existing endothelial cells. However, exogenous administration of VEGF results in leaky, malformed vessels which has raised concerns regarding its therapeutic usefulness.13,14 Recent studies have established that angiogenesis is not the sole mechanism by which new vessels are formed. It is now apparent that bone marrow-derived cells, including endothelial progenitor cells (EPCs), are mobilized in response to trauma or ischemia and are able to contribute to tissue repair and new blood vessel formation.15–18 The development of blood vessels from blood-borne endothelial precursors, termed vasculogenesis, was previously thought to be restricted to embryonic development, but is now accepted to play a role in postnatal processes including tissue repair.18–20 We have recently demonstrated that EPCs isolated from diabetic patients are functionally impaired,21 but the contribution of EPC-mediated vasculogenesis on impaired diabetic wound healing remains poorly understood.

In this study, we demonstrate that topical VEGF accelerates wound healing in diabetic mice to nearly the rate observed in nondiabetic mice. Unexpectedly, we found that VEGF also accelerated healing in untreated (control) wounds. This correlated with the systemic mobilization and recruitment of putative endothelial precursors from the bone marrow. Despite the disordered vasculature induced by VEGF administration, repair was accelerated and persisted after cessation of VEGF treatment, suggesting that these vessels are functional during wound healing. This may be explained by an up-regulation of PDGF and basic FGF present in VEGF-treated diabetic wounds. This supports the rational clinical use of VEGF in the treatment of diabetic vascular complications. Because the mechanism partly involves the mobilization and recruitment of bone marrow-derived progenitors, VEGF may be useful for injuries not amenable to topical therapy.

Materials and Methods

Mice

This study was approved by the New York University Medical Center Animal Care Committee. All mice were obtained from Jackson Laboratories (Bar Harbor, ME) and housed in an approved animal care center with 12-hour light cycles and provided standard rodent chow and water ad libitum. For most experiments, the db/db mouse (BKS.Cg-m +/+ Leprob, Jackson Laboratories stock no. 000642) was used. It is a model of type II diabetes with documented impairments in wound healing.22 Female mice 10 to 12 weeks of age were used. At this age the mice are all diabetic, with blood glucose levels >350 g/dL. For bone marrow transplantation experiments, the C57BL/6J strain of mice was used (Jackson Laboratories stock no. 01800) along with Tie2/lacZ transgenic donor mice of the same genetic background [strain FVB/N-Tg(TIE2-lacZ)182Sato, stock no. 002856].

Experimental Wound Model and Gross Wound Measurements

A novel model of wound analysis was used (Galiano et al, submitted for publication). Under sterile conditions, paired 6-mm circular, full-thickness wounds were made on the dorsal skin of the mice after depilation. A donut-shaped 12-mm splint made of 0.5-mm-thick silicone sheeting (Grace Bio-Labs, Bend, OR) was then placed around the wounds and adhered to the skin with cyanoacrylate glue and interrupted 6-0 nylon sutures. Recombinant human VEGF165 protein (supplied by Genentech, South San Francisco, CA) or phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) vehicle was placed into the wound bed at a dose of 20 μg per wound. A transparent sterile occlusive dressing was then placed over the wound and the splint. The dressing and the splint were maintained on the wound throughout the entire course of the experiments. VEGF protein was applied steriley to the wounds on days 0, 2, 4, 6, and 8 after wounding. Wounds were covered with an occlusive dressing after VEGF or PBS administration. Digital photographs were taken every 2 days. Time to closure was defined as the time until the wound bed was completely resurfaced with new tissue, and was determined by a blinded observer. Wound area was calculated as a percent area of the original wound size; because the splint has a constant area, it was used to normalize the wound sizes, even at different focal distances. Three to five mice were analyzed at each time point.

Throughout this article, wounds were classified into three groups. The first group was the VEGF-treated wound group, and consisted of wounds that received topical VEGF using the dosing regimen given above. The contralateral PBS-treated wound group consisted of the paired wounds in these VEGF-treated mice; these wounds received PBS instead of VEGF. The final group consisted of vehicle-treated wounds in a separate group of mice. These mice did not receive VEGF in either wound, and are referred to as control wounds in mice not treated with VEGF.

Histology and Wound Analysis

At time intervals ranging from 5 days through 21 days after wounding, wounds were excised with a 2-mm rim of
surrounding tissue and placed either in Bouin’s fixative overnight or snap-frozen in liquid nitrogen. The wounds were then bisected down the center, and 8-μm sections were processed for routine hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining. Digital imaging software (SigmaScan; SPSS Science, Chicago, IL) was used to measure granulation tissue area and epithelial gap histomorphometrically. Granulation tissue area is measured in pixels, and epithelialization is presented as the gap between the leading epithelial edges, as measured from the wound edges. This distance (epithelial gap) is presented in pixels. For these measurements, H&E-stained wound sections were analyzed at ×40 magnification. Three mice were analyzed at each time point.

Proliferation

A subset of animals was injected with 100 mg of bromodeoxyuridine (BrdU) (Sigma Chemicals, St. Louis, MO) intraperitoneally 3 hours before sacrifice and wound harvest. BrdU incorporation into proliferating cells was detected with a biotinylated anti-BrdU antibody (Zymed, South Francisco, CA) after brief trypsin digestion of the paraffin sections. The number of proliferating cells was determined by manually scoring the number of positive staining cells at ×200 magnification. A total of six random fields from either the leading wound margin or the wound center (for closed wounds) were counted in each wound by a blinded observer.

Real-Time Reverse Transcriptase-Polymerase Chain Reaction (RT-PCR)

Wounds were harvested on day 12 and from unwounded skin from control and experimental mice by excising the wound and 1 mm of surrounding skin. The samples were immediately homogenized and purified using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Purified RNA was quantified by absorbance spectroscopy at 260/280 nm. RNA was converted to cDNA using the RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Purified RNA was then bisected down the center, and 8-μm sections of each purified product were made and standard curves encompassing from 10⁻¹⁰ to 10² copies were obtained on a real-time PCR cycler (Cepheid Smartcycler, Sunnyvale, CA) using Platinum Sybr Green Supermix as per the manufacturer’s instructions. The amplification protocol for each gene was as follows: an initial denaturation step at 95°C for 2 minutes, followed by 40 cycles of 95°C for 15 seconds, 60°C annealing for 30 seconds, and 72°C extension for 30 seconds. The data acquisition was performed at 80°C for 10 seconds (optics ON), and a melting curve was designed at 0.2-degree increments. This four-step protocol was chosen to minimize primer-dimer formation. For each experiment, a negative control was included by placing water in place of cDNA.

The following primers were used: GAPDH forward, (5’-ACCACAGTCCATGCCATCAC-3’) and reverse, (5’-TCCACCCCTGTTGCTGA-3’); connective tissue growth factor forward, (5’-TATCCACAAAGTGQAAGC-3’) and reverse, (5’-TGAATCGAAGTGTGTCAGGC-3’); insulin-like growth factor-I forward, (5’-ATGTACTCTGCCCCACTGAGA-3’) and reverse, (5’-GTTTTCTGAGATGTTTGCAGG-3’); transforming growth factor-β1 forward, (5’-AACAATTCTTGGCGTTACCTT-3’) and reverse, (5’-TTTGCTGTACAAAGCGACATG-3’); FGF-2 forward, (5’-GCTGTGGCTTCTACGAGC-3’) and reverse, (5’-CCACTGGAGTATTTCCGTGA-3’); PDGF-B forward, (5’-GGTCAAACTTCTGAGGAAAGG-3’) and reverse, (5’-AGTACCAGGCTCTATTTCAGA-3’). After acquisition of a standard curve for each gene, gene expression was then determined by real-time RT-PCR and the absolute number of gene copies was quantified using each representative standard curve.

CD31 Immunohistochemistry

Frozen sections were placed on glass slides, dried at 50°C for 1 hour and then rinsed in PBS. Cytokeratin 6 was detected with an anti-mouse keratin-specific antibody (MK6; Covance, Berkeley, CA) at a 1:500 dilution. The secondary antibody was an Alexa-Fluor 488-linked anti-mouse IgG antibody (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) used at a 1:100 dilution. Murine CD31 was detected with a rat monoclonal antibody (clone MEC 13.3; BD Biosciences, San Diego, CA). The secondary antibody was an Alexa-Fluor 594-linked anti-rat IgG antibody (Molecular Probes) used at a 1:500 dilution. All blocking steps were performed with SuperBlock reagent (Biogenex, San Ramon, CA). Processed sections were mounted in mounting media (VectorShield; Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA) and viewed on an Olympus BX51 epifluorescent microscope. For quantification of CD31-positive cells, wound edges or wound centers were analyzed under ×200 magnification, and total positive cells per high-power field (hpf) were counted by a blinded observer. The keratin staining was used to delineate the wound edges under immunofluorescence.

Quantitative Wound CD31 Assay

For the in vivo measurement of wound vascular density the rat monoclonal anti-CD31 antibody used above was radiolabeled with ¹²⁵I (DuPont NEN, Boston, MA); a non-specific isotype control antibody (rat anti-mouse CD 35, clone 8C12; Pharmingen, San Diego, CA) was radiolabeled with ¹³¹I/¹²⁵I (DuPont NEN). The control antibody was used to account for any nonspecific antibody binding, vascular leakage, or any blood left in the tissue. All antibodies were iodinated using the iodogen method in a ratio of 1 μCi of antibody to 1 μCi of either ¹²⁵I or ¹³¹I as described.
Mice were anesthetized and the left carotid artery and right jugular vein were isolated and cannulated. The animals were heparinized with 40 U of sodium heparin (Elkins-Sinn, Cherry Hill, NJ). To measure CD31 antibody binding, a mixture of $^{125}$I-CD31 monoclonal antibody (10 $\mu$g) and $^{131}$I-nonbinding monoclonal antibody (equivalent to 500,000 cpm) was diluted with PBS to a volume of 200 $\mu$l. Initial radioactivity was counted in a 2-$\mu$l sample using a Wallac Wizard 3$^\circ$ gamma counter (model 1480; Perkin Elmer, Gaithersburg, MD). Thirty $\mu$g of unlabeled CD31 monoclonal antibody was added to the solution. The mixture was injected through the jugular vein catheter and allowed to circulate for 5 minutes. At the end of 5 minutes a blood sample was obtained from the carotid catheter to measure the circulating radiolabeled antibody level. The animal was then exsanguinated by perfusion with bicarbonate-buffered saline through the carotid catheter. This was followed by perfusion of bicarbonate-buffered saline through the jugular catheter with simultaneous blood withdrawal from the carotid catheter. This was followed by perfusion of bicarbonate-buffered saline through the carotid catheter (15 ml) after severing the inferior vena cava at the thoracic level. Wounds were collected, weighed, and radioactivity measured with a gamma counter. Results are presented as $\mu$g antibody per g of tissue.

**Laser Doppler Flow Measurements**

Mice were sedated and positioned such that the wound was 25 cm from the reflection mirror. A 1 cm by 1 cm square of tissue was imaged in triplicate, with the wound centered in the square, using a MoorLDI laser Doppler imager (Moor Instruments Limited, Devon, UK). Flow is reported in relative units.

**In Vitro Culture and Quantification of EPCs**

In a subset of mice, peripheral blood (500 $\mu$l per animal) was drawn before sacrifice by intracardiac puncture. Mononuclear cells were separated by density centrifugation with Histopaque 1083 (Sigma) and plated on fibronectin-coated four-well glass slides. This EPC culture assay has previously been described elsewhere. In brief, mononuclear cells were cultured in media supplemented with endothelial cell growth medium microvascular SingleQuots (EGM-2-MV; Cambrex BioProducts, East Rutherford, NJ). After 4 days, fluorescence staining with fluorescein isothiocyanate-conjugated BS1-lectin (Vector Laboratories) and the uptake of DiI-labeled acetylated LDL (ac-LDL) (Biomedical Technologies, Inc., Stoughton, MA) were used to detect EPCs (dual-staining cells). This has previously been shown to be representative of circulating EPCs. The number of dual-staining cells (EPCS) per hpf was determined by an independent reviewer analyzing 10 random fields. EPCs from three mice were analyzed for each group.

**Fluorescence-Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) Analysis and Antibodies**

To further quantify the effects of VEGF on mobilizing EPCS to the circulation, we performed FACS analysis on freshly isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells. Peripheral blood mononuclear cells from VEGF-treated and nontreated animals were stained with a phycoerythrin-labeled anti-flk-1/VEGFR-2 (clone Avas 12x1, BD Biosciences) antibody (2 $\mu$g/ml) to delineate those circulating cells expressing VEGF receptor-2. Two other cell surface markers were used to further define the circulating endothelial progenitor population. One group of samples was co-incubated with a fluorescein isothiocyanate-labeled CD31 antibody (clone MEC 13.3, BD Biosciences) at 5 $\mu$g/ml. Because some monocytes also express VEGFR-2, we excluded cells of the myeloid/monocyte lineage by also staining another group of samples with a fluoroscein isothiocyanate-labeled CD11b (clone M1/70, BD Biosciences) antibody (0.5 $\mu$g/ml). Circulating VEGFR-2/CD11b$^-$ cells have previously been shown to represent an EPC population.

**Murine Bone Marrow Transplantation**

Bone marrow cells were collected from the tibia and femurs of transgenic mice that express lacZ under the control of the endothelial-specific tie2 promoter (tie2/lacZ mice) (Jackson Laboratories). Bone marrow cells were purified by density centrifugation (Histopaque 1083) and 2 x 10$^6$ cells were systemically transplanted to FVB/NJ wild-type mice that had been lethally irradiated (12 Gy). Four weeks after bone marrow transplantation, diabetes was induced in the transplanted mice by administering intraperitoneal injections of streptozotocin (40 mg/kg) (Sigma) for 5 consecutive days. Two weeks after streptozotocin treatment, blood glucose levels were assessed with a glucometer (Roche Bioproducts, Indianapolis IN) to confirm successful induction of diabetes by streptozotocin. Only mice with blood glucose levels >300 mg/dL were used for these experiments. Six weeks later, diabetic animals were wounded and treated with VEGF in an identical manner as described above.

**Tissue Staining and Enumeration of lacZ-Positive Cells in Wounds of tie2/lacZ Bone Marrow-Transplanted Mice**

After surgery, the wounds from four different mice were harvested at days 14 and 21. They were fixed in 1% paraformaldehyde/0.5% gluteraldehyde in PBS for 4 hours, then washed (in PBS with 2 mmol/L MgCl$_2$, 5 mmol/L ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid, 0.001% sodium deoxycholate, and 0.02% Nonidet P-40) and stained for $\beta$-galactosidase activity overnight at 37°C ($\beta$-gal staining kit, Roche). Before further processing, each skin sample was placed under a dissecting microscope to visualize and document foci of lacZ-positive cells. A blinded observer quantified the number of positive foci. The tissue was then embedded in paraffin, and 10 $\mu$m sections were cut and counterstained with eosin.
Statistical Analyses

Statistical analyses were performed using the SigmaStat program (SPSS Science, Chicago IL). A two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test or an analysis of variance was used to analyze differences between groups. All data are presented as mean ± SEM. A P value less than 0.05 is considered significant.

Results

VEGF Accelerates Healing of Cutaneous Wounds in Diabetic Mice

To accurately quantitate the rate of healing, we developed a novel wound healing model that preserves sterility of the wound bed, prevents wound contraction, and minimizes eschar formation (Galiano et al, submitted for publication). Using this model, we determined that untreated excisional wounds in the db/db mouse require 25 days for complete closure (green line in Figure 1c). The serial application of 20 μg of rhVEGF_{165} had a dramatic effect on wound healing, with resurfacing occurring by 12 days (black line in Figure 1c), nearly identical to the rate of closure in nondiabetic mice (10 days, data not shown). Grossly, VEGF-treated wounds became hyperemic by day 3, and by day 5 a rich, red granulation tissue bed was present (Figure 1a). The wounds began to visually close by days 7 to 8, with complete resurfacing occurring in most of the VEGF-treated wounds by days 12 to 13 (Figure 1, b and c). A copious amount of edema fluid was regularly noted in the VEGF-treated wound beds during

Figure 1. Topical VEGF accelerates wound healing in db/db mice. Depicted are the gross appearance of wounds treated with either VEGF (left wounds) or PBS vehicle (right wounds). A: Wounds at day 5. The wound on the left treated with VEGF has developed a hyperemic wound bed that contains abundantly vascularized newly formed granulating tissue. It has not yet begun to significantly close at this time. The wound on the right treated with PBS exhibits scant healing. B: Wounds at day 12 after wounding. The VEGF-treated wound (left) has completely resurfaced, while the wound treated with PBS (right) is only beginning to heal. There is a granulation tissue forming in the PBS-treated wound, but unlike the granulation bed present in VEGF-treated wounds in A, there is no evidence of excessive hyperemia. C: This graph demonstrates the kinetics of closure in VEGF-treated wounds (○), PBS-treated contralateral wounds (▲), and wounds made in control db/db mice in which neither wound was treated with VEGF (●). VEGF normalizes the impairment in repair seen in this model of diabetic wound healing. Note that wounds made in animals in which neither wound was treated with VEGF have the most delayed healing. Each point represents the mean of the percentage in area of the original wound size ± the SEM of wounds harvested from three to five mice. D and E: Histological comparison of wounds treated with VEGF and control wounds. Wounds at day 12 after wounding. The PBS-treated wound (D) shows early histological evidence of granulation tissue deposition, epithelialization of the wound bed is apparent. The VEGF-treated wound (E) has abundant granulation tissue completely covering the wound; the epithelial layer is multilayered and the wound is completely epithelialized. All wounds were stained with H&E. Original magnifications, ×100.
days 3 to 7, consistent with the permeability-inducing effects of VEGF on endothelium. Differences in mean wound sizes between the different groups were statistically significant (\( P < 0.05 \)) at all time points after day 5 until complete healing.

Histologically, more rapid epitelialization of the wound was observed in VEGF-treated wounds, with full re-epitelialization of VEGF-treated wounds noted by day 9 (versus day 17 in the untreated wounds). Granulation tissue deposition was more abundant in wounds receiving topical VEGF at all time points, with a 225% increase in granulation tissue area in VEGF-treated wounds over PBS-treated control wounds at day 12 and a 20% increase at day 21 (\( P < 0.05 \)) (Figure 1, d and e; and Table 1). The contralateral wound never achieved the same amount of granulation tissue deposition as VEGF-treated wounds (Table 1).

### Proliferation in VEGF-Treated Wounds Persists until Wound Closure

VEGF-treated wounds in the \( db/db \) mice were characterized by a significantly greater proliferative index during VEGF treatment (Figure 2). At day 7, there were four times as many proliferating cells in the VEGF-treated wound as in the contralateral PBS-treated control wound (41 ± 3 BrdU-positive cells/hpf versus 11 ± 2 BrdU-positive cells/hpf, \( P < 0.01 \)). After closure, however, the number of proliferating cells rapidly decreased, and by days 14 and 21 the number of proliferating cells in the PBS-treated wounds (that were still healing at these time points) exceeded the number of proliferating cells in the healed VEGF-treated wounds (33 ± 4 BrdU-positive cells/hpf versus 18 ± 3 BrdU-positive cells/hpf; \( P < 0.05 \), day 21 wounds). The PBS-treated contralateral wound never achieved the maximal proliferative rate seen in VEGF-treated wounds, suggesting that exogenous VEGF induces supraphysiological levels of cellular proliferation. However, the rapid decrease in cellular proliferation after closure suggests that the normal homeostatic mechanisms of cellular regression are not circumvented by VEGF therapy.

### VEGF Treatment Induces a Robust Neovascularization in Diabetic Wounds

Neovascularization was significantly increased during active topical VEGF treatment (days 3 to 7). When examined histologically, large vacuolar-like vessels were seen in the wound bed at these time points. This correlated with edema formation, which persisted until VEGF therapy was withdrawn. Interestingly, most granulation tissue deposition occurred after termination of VEGF treatment, suggesting that tissue repair stimulated by exogenous VEGF persisted even after VEGF withdrawal. By day 7, wounds receiving VEGF had 10-fold more CD31-positive cells than the contralateral PBS-treated wound (198 ± 36 versus 26 ± 12 CD31-positive cells per hpf, \( P < 0.001 \); Figure 3d). By day 10 vessels started to decline in the VEGF-treated wounds (94 ± 26 cells/hpf), and by day 21 wound vascularity approached that in control animals not exposed to VEGF (Figure 3; a to c). Although the number of CD31-positive cells in the contralateral PBS-treated wounds was consistently less than that in the VEGF-treated wounds, the levels were significantly higher than control wounds made in \( db/db \) mice never exposed to exogenous VEGF (Figure 3d), suggesting that VEGF exerted a systemic effect.

A quantitative CD31 wound-binding assay (Figure 4e), also demonstrated that at day 10 there was 3.4-fold more CD31 antigen in wounds treated with VEGF (0.744 ± 0.036 versus 0.226 ± 0.021, \( P < 0.001 \)). Laser Doppler flow analysis demonstrates that these vessels were functional, and flow was significantly augmented at all time points through day 14 in wounds treated with VEGF (Figure 3f).

### VEGF Administration Up-Regulates Expression of PDGF and Basic FGF in Diabetic Wounds

The increase in blood vessels and granulation tissue seen in wounds treated with VEGF is likely not solely because of the effects of VEGF because VEGF is mainly an endothelial-specific mitogen. To obtain an insight into how VEGF induces the granulation tissue seen, we assayed the wounds for the expression of several growth factors that might be candidates for producing the increased granulation tissue seen. We examined a panel of growth factors that are important in both angiogenesis as well as matrix production, including PDGF-B, insulin-like growth factor-I, transforming growth factor-\( \beta \)1 (TGF-\( \beta \)-1), FGF-2, and connective tissue growth factor. Of these growth factors, PDGF-B and FGF-2 had the strongest up-regulation of RNA levels in VEGF-treated wounds, as assayed by real-time RT-PCR (Figure 4). Wounds treated with VEGF had 2.3-fold more FGF-2 and 1.7-fold more PDGF-B than wounds treated with PBS at day 7; this up-regulation in the levels of these two cytokines persisted even at day 12, well beyond the last administration of VEGF.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days after wounding</th>
<th>Epithelial gap (pixels)</th>
<th>Granulation tissue area (pixels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>+ VEGF-treated wound</td>
<td>+ PBS-treated wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- VEGF-treated wound</td>
<td>- PBS-treated wound</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>675 ± 264</td>
<td>2295 ± 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>427 ± 335</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Wound Histomorphometric Analysis
**Topical VEGF Treatment Mobilizes a Large Number of Circulating VEGFR2⁺ Cells in Diabetic Mice**

Although the contralateral PBS-treated wound never displayed the exaggerated vascularization observed in the wound topically receiving VEGF, these wounds did exhibit accelerated healing when compared to wounds in *db/db* mice never receiving VEGF. This increase in healing was associated with an increase in blood vessel density compared to wounds in mice not treated with VEGF at days 14 and 21 (Figure 3). Because systemic VEGF has been shown to mobilize bone marrow-derived endothelial progenitors that may contribute to new blood vessel growth, we postulated that this effect was because of the systemic mobilization of bone marrow-derived precursors, including EPCs.

To address this question, we examined whether the topical application of VEGF to wounds is able to mobilize bone marrow-derived precursor cells in diabetic mice. We focused our analyses on a population of cells that is likely to contribute to blood vessel growth. We found that topical VEGF administration induced a profound increase in putative EPC mobilization (Figure 5) as measured by both an *in vitro* assay and flow cytometry. Using the *in vitro* proliferation assay, there was a sixfold increase in the number of Ulex⁺/AcLDL-uptaking cells in VEGF-treated mice by day 14 after wounding (*P* = 0.001; Figure 5; a to c).

Flow cytometry using a CD11b marker to exclude myeloid/monocyte lineage cells demonstrated similar increases in the proportion of VEGFR2⁺/CD11b⁻ cells in the circulation, with an increase of 5.2-fold by day 7, with levels remaining significantly elevated through day 21 (Figure 5). FACS analysis using VEGFR-2 and CD31 co-staining demonstrated similar levels of circulating VEGFR2⁺/CD31⁺ cells in VEGF-treated mice, with a sixfold increase by day 7 and elevated levels persisting to day 21 (data not shown). Both the *in vitro* assay and FACS demonstrated a significant mobilization of bone marrow-derived angiogenic precursors into the circulation of VEGF-treated mice that persisted after VEGF withdrawal, consistent with other reports on EPC mobilization after cytokine treatment.

**Tie2-lacZ Staining Bone Marrow-Derived Cells Are Preferentially Recruited to Wounds Treated with Topical VEGF**

It remained unclear whether the accelerated closure seen in the topical VEGF-treated wound resulted solely from local stimulation of angiogenesis or included a contribution from the recruitment of mobilized circulating precursor cells. There are no EPC-specific markers in mice that can be used for immunohistochemical identification of these cells within tissues. Therefore, to address this question we performed a bone marrow transplant from *tie2/lacZ* mice into irradiated FVB/NJ mice as previously described. Diabetes was induced via streptozotocin treatment. This model permitted an assessment of endothelial progenitor recruitment to the wound bed, because
most cells expressing β-galactosidase must be endothelial lineage cells derived from the bone marrow. We found that tie-2/lacZ-positive cells were preferentially recruited to the topical VEGF-treated wounds. In situ staining of a specimen shows grossly more lacZ staining in VEGF-treated wounds at day 21 (Figure 6a) and the number of lacZ-positive foci (defined as a cluster of cells that stained positive for β-galactosidase activity in the wound when the whole mount specimen was viewed under 20 magnification) was significantly higher in the VEGF-treated wound bed than the PBS-treated contralateral wound (93 lacZ+/foci per field versus 50 lacZ+/foci per field, P = 0.001) (Figure 6b). When histological sections were examined, a significant proportion of these cells were incorporated into blood vessels (Figure 6h), confirming that these cells were most likely marrow-derived EPCs that were contributing to new vessel growth. This suggests that topical VEGF administration recruits endothelial precursors into the wound, either directly or through an intermediary. In addition, more tie2/lacZ-positive cells were observed in the contralateral PBS-treated wound than in wounds not treated with VEGF, as measured with a laser Doppler flowmeter. An asterisk above a group signifies a P-value <0.05 when compared to the other groups. Original magnification, ×200 (d).
0.01), which may reflect the effect of increased numbers of circulating bone marrow-derived precursor cells mobilized after topical VEGF therapy.

Discussion

Here we demonstrate that topical VEGF application accelerates cutaneous repair in murine models of diabetes in part by mobilizing and recruiting vascular progenitors. VEGF is one of many cytokines released during tissue repair, but while other growth factors serve redundant, overlapping functions (e.g., epidermal growth factor, transforming growth factor-β, and the FGFs), the role of VEGF is thought to be important solely for stimulating angiogenesis. Previous studies have demonstrated that modulation of oxidative damage or inhibition of the receptor for advanced glycation end products improved wound healing in diabetic animals and was associated with the up-regulation of endogenous VEGF. Moreover, VEGF administration improves healing in nondiabetic ischemic wounds and blocking VEGF with neutralizing antibodies impedes tissue repair.

Figure 5. Topical VEGF application induces significant mobilization of circulating endothelial precursors in diabetic mice. a: Depicted is the increase in EPCs after a 4-day in vitro culture assay. The number of ac-LDL/lectin-positive cells per hpf are depicted. Representative data from four different experiments is shown. b: Depicted are cells cultured from the monocyte layer after 4 days of culture that are positive for both ac-LDL (red) and BS-1 lectin (green). This sample was isolated from a diabetic mouse that was wounded and never received VEGF. c: This represents the EPCs that grew from the blood of a mouse in which one wound was treated with VEGF. Note the greatly increased number of EPCs compared to b. d: Representative histograms showing the proportions of VEGFR-2+/CD11b− cells (EPCs) in the mononuclear population isolated from peripheral blood in VEGF-treated db/db mice.
These experimental studies have been clinically validated by the demonstration of reduced VEGF activity in chronic wounds in humans. Previous data from our laboratory suggested that the decreased VEGF tissue levels in diabetes resulted from an inability of diabetics to appropriately up-regulate VEGF expression in response to hypoxia. Together, these observations support the notion that VEGF is critical for repair in impaired healing states and that targeted VEGF supplementation may be useful.

In the present study, a short dosing interval of every other day administration for five doses total (a regimen that could easily be reproduced clinically) was used. The dose used in this study (20 μg) was chosen to exaggerate any effects of VEGF on repair and stem cell recruitment, and is consistent with other preclinical studies using recombinant growth factors in similarly sized wounds. Studies with smaller doses show similar effects; however, a single dose was not sufficient to accelerate healing (data not shown).

**Figure 6.** Increased EPCs are recruited to VEGF-treated wounds. a: This is a whole-mount specimen encompassing the entire back skin of a streptozotocin-diabetic FVB/NJ mouse transplanted with bone marrow cells from a tie2/lacZ donor as described. It has been stained for β-galactosidase activity (blue areas). Note the much greater staining in the VEGF-treated wound. This specimen was harvested when both wounds were healed, at day 21. b: Graph depicting the number of lacZ-positive foci per field from the wounds as depicted in c–e. c–e: Close up pictures of the wound whole mounts in the diabetic tie2/lacZ marrow-transplanted mice, viewed under a dissecting microscope. The blue dots represent a cluster of cells within the wound that stain positive for lacZ. f–h: Histological sections of the wounds. Note that there are greater numbers of lacZ-positive cells in the wound treated with VEGF (c, f). There is an intermediate amount of staining in the contralateral PBS-treated wound in VEGF-treated mice (d, g). Note that animals in which neither wound was treated with VEGF exhibit a minimal amount of EPC recruitment to the wound site (e). h: A high-power magnified view showing lacZ-staining cells in two blood vessels from a VEGF-treated wound. All sections are stained with eosin. Original magnifications: ×20 (c–e); ×500 (h).
The potential clinical use of VEGF to enhance repair is therefore supported by this study, especially in situations of impaired healing.

An unexpected finding in this study was that contralateral PBS-treated wounds in VEGF-treated mice healed in an expedited manner when compared to wounds made in control animals never receiving VEGF (Figure 1c). Because the wounds in this model are not in direct communication with each other physically and because no edema was observed in the contralateral wound (a significant bridge of skin prevents spillover of VEGF protein from one wound to the other) this must be because of a systemic effect. This suggests that the effects of VEGF on tissue repair extend beyond local augmentation of endothelial cell proliferation, and highlight the caution that must be exercised when using proangiogenic therapies, particularly in diabetic patients who are predisposed to aberrant angiogenesis in distant sites such as the retina and kidney.

Because VEGF is known to mobilize bone marrow-derived cells (including EPCs) from the bone marrow, and directs vasculogenesis and angioblast behavior prenatally as well as postnatally, we examined the impact of VEGF on a circulating population of bone marrow-derived progenitor cells that have previously been reported to participate in vasculogenesis. We demonstrate in this report that the application of topical VEGF is able to mobilize VEGFR2+/CD11b− cells into the circulation. There are, however, some limitations to these observations. As there are no specific markers for EPCs in mice (analogous to, for example, AC133 antigen in human EPCs) we have relied on FACS analyses of a VEGF receptor-positive population that does not stain for the myeloid/monocytic marker CD11b to identify EPCs, as previously described. This was corroborated with the experiments using tie2-lacZ marrow-transplanted mice, which showed an increased trafficking of lacZ+ cells from the bone marrow into the wound bed in both wounds in mice receiving VEGF. The endothelial nature of these cells is supported by the observation that they incorporate within the vasculature. In previous studies, the proportional contributions of local angiogenesis compared to blood vessel growth mediated by circulating vascular progenitors have not been quantified. Although these experiments by necessity used a streptozotocin model of diabetes, the acceleration of repair was similar to that seen in db/db mice (50% reduction in time to closure, data not shown).

Most studies evaluating the effects of VEGF on wound healing have been limited to descriptive observations of local angiogenesis. Our model of wound healing allowed us to distinguish the local from systemic effects of VEGF on wound repair in diabetic mice. Because the contralateral PBS-treated wounds healed on day 18 (as opposed to day 25 for controls), we can estimate that ~50% of the accelerated wound repair is secondary to VEGF-mobilized bone marrow-derived cells. These mobilized bone marrow-derived cells thus seem to contribute significantly to reversing the impaired tissue repair in the db/db mouse. The importance of VEGF on both local angiogenesis and vasculogenesis may explain why tissue repair in the db/db mouse model, which has abnormally low levels of endogenous VEGF expression after wounding, is so profoundly disturbed. It is interesting that the increased healing seen in the contralateral, PBS-treated wounds occurred without any evidence of edema despite the increase in blood vessel density. This suggests that the systemic contributions of VEGF to repair by means of progenitor cell mobilization and recruitment avoid some of the local stigmata of VEGF therapy.

Because we used pharmacological doses of VEGF, it is still unclear whether the smaller amounts of endogenously expressed VEGF present after tissue injury exert a significant effect on mobilizing EPCs and other bone marrow-derived precursors. However, because EPCs have been found in wounds and other sites of injury where VEGF is normally expressed it is likely that endogenous expression of VEGF during normal tissue repair plays a role in the mobilization of EPCs.

We have recently shown that EPCs from human diabetics are functionally impaired. This impairment in EPC function may provide an explanation for the other vascular defects common to diabetics, such as reduced collateral formation or the embryonic vasculopathy seen in the offspring of diabetic mothers. It is unclear whether impairments are present in other stem cells. A global impairment in stem cell function seems plausible given that VEGF is an essential survival factor for a broad class of hematopoietic stem cells, many of which are important in tissue repair. The strategy outlined in this report, namely, the mobilization of supraphysiological numbers of bone marrow-derived cells via pharmacological therapy, seems sufficient to overcome any existing functional deficit in EPC function and enhance blood vessel growth in diabetics.

It remains unclear how VEGF recruits circulating stem cells to the wound environment. It is conceivable that VEGF directly recruits bone marrow-derived progenitor cells through a chemotactic gradient via VEGF receptors expressed on these cells. In such a scenario, VEGF would act as both a soluble circulating factor signaling EPC release from the marrow (via its soluble isoforms) and also as a local signal mediating recruitment to sites of injury (via its heparin-binding nonsoluble isoforms). An alternative explanation is that VEGF indirectly augments progenitor cell recruitment by altering the expression of other molecules involved in stem cell trafficking. The enhanced EPC recruitment seen in the PBS-treated wounds in VEGF-treated mice suggests that other mechanisms may be important for EPC recruitment. Candidate molecules include SDF-1 and CXCR4, members of a very restricted cohort of molecules that uniquely affect stem cell mobilization and recruitment. The presence of these molecules in the dermis and on blood vessels is suggestive of a role in stem and progenitor cell recruitment during cutaneous repair. Studies are currently underway to determine whether VEGF applied to wounds mobilizes bone marrow cells directly, or whether it also regulates other molecules important for stem cell mobilization and recruitment.

This study demonstrates that pharmacological VEGF therapy in diabetics enhances neovascularization at the
site of injury with a clinically significant effect. The mechanism for this effect is through a stimulation of local angiogenesis, enhanced expression of growth factors including PDGF and FGF-2, and a systemic mobilization of bone marrow-derived stem cells. This combination of effects is likely responsible for the increased perfusion, improved peripheral neuropathy, and enhanced collateral formation seen after VEGF therapy in other studies. Because VEGF is uniquely able to enhance local angiogenesis and mobilize endothelial progenitors into the circulation, this suggests that VEGF therapy may be exploited to promote tissue repair in a wide variety of acute and chronic injuries, particularly in conditions such as diabetes or aging.
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